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Links

Public repository containing mappings used at SND, 41 example documents, example queries etc
https://bitbucket.org/swedishnationaldataservice/elasticsearch-mappings

You can use docker to run the examples and import the example data, script and instructions in the bitbucket repository

Questions, collaborations? Contact us!
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**DDI**

```
StudyUnit/KindOfData

"kindofdata": {
  "type": "text",
  "analyzer": "english",
  "fields": {
    "raw": {
      "type": "keyword"
    }
  }
}
```

**Elasticsearch mapping**

```
StudyUnit/Coverage/SpatialCoverage/BoundingBox

"boundingbox": {
  "type": "geo_shape",
  "precision": "25m"
}
```